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I felt stagnant and wanted 
something new. That’s when I 

found SPICED.

Christelle

Now working as a Data Analyst in Hamburg



Hallo! 
Everyone has to start somewhere.



For us, it started in Berlin with a simple idea. To propel 
highly motivated people into the careers they want, 
through expert-led and meticulously curated tech 
courses.



We don’t just teach the latest technologies, though.



Spiced is an attitude. It’s a community and a melting 
pot. It’s a place where you can meet and connect with 
people that could change the trajectory of your life. 
Those who help you develop professionally and 
personally. From your cohort and beyond.



It takes guts to do what you’re doing. No-one’s born a 
genius - it’s going to take hard work and dedication to 
get where you’re going.



We’re here with you, every step of the way 
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Your fast track to Data 
Analytics.
With more jobs than ever requiring data skills, our Data 
Analytics course will get you career-ready in a way that 
you’re ready for.



For novices that want to go to the next level, you’ll go 
from writing a single line up to telling compelling stories 
with your data. You’ll get to grips with Python, pandas, 
data visualization and dashboards, databases and SQL, 
and more.



The program is built around a real-world projects, 
meaning you’ll be getting hands-on from day one.



On top of all that, you’ll get career coaching and personal 
support - including CV advice, job search techniques, 
technical interview coaching and much more.




My time at SPICED was amazing! And I'm a 
person with no IT background. I can't believe 
the things I can do with different softwares 
since the day I started the bootcamp!

If you have passion for data, finding trends 
and telling stories, then this is the perfect 
course for you!

There’s no online course that compares with 
the experience and knowledge you’ll gain at 
SPICED! I have a deeper understanding of the 
Data Analytics world, and the possibilities for 
my career.

George Skendras

From Nurse to Data Analyst

Christelle Peig-Dettmann

From Finance to Business Improvement

Diana Pérez de Castro

From Product Owner to Data Analyst



Important Topics

Before the Course
Before the course you’ll be required to pass a short 
assessment. Nothing to sweat about, we just want to see 
how you are with basic concepts that will be important for 
your success in the course.



Upon successful completion of the assessment, you’ll be 
sent some Python-based prep work to get you ready for 
the on-site portion of the program.

(40 Hours)

What You’ll Learn
(12 Weeks)

In the first week of the course you will focus on the basics 
of programming in Python. We will start by repeating the 
Python basics from the prep course. At the end of this 
phase you will design and program your first text 
adventure game.

Phase 1
GitHub

Python programming

Data types

Functions



In the next phase you'll move onto more advanced topics. 
You'll learn about pandas, data cleaning and exploratory 
data analysis, data visualization techniques using 
Matplotlib and Seaborn, and working with tabular data. 
These skills will enable you to manipulate, analyze, and 
visualize data to gain insights and make informed 
decisions.

Phase 2 Important Topics
pandas

Data cleaning & EDA

Tabular data

Matplotlib

Seaborn

Important Topics
Descriptive statistics

Linear regression

Inferential statistics

A/B testing

Distribution functions

With the descriptive statistics you’ll be able to provide 
more insights about a dataset. You’ll be able to draw 
conclusions about the information of the datasets and use 
them to analyze data. With the A/B testing you’ll discover 
the impact of changes or interventions when comparing 
versions of a feature or product products. By the end of the 
phase, you'll be able to apply these techniques to real-
world problems and draw meaningful conclusions from 
data. 

Phase 3



Important Topics
Linear regression

Clustering

Machine Learning workflow

Feature Engineering

During this phase you will be introduced to the 
fundamentals of machine learning. We cover linear 
regression and clustering. By the end of this phase you will 
have the basic knowledge of  the scikit-learn machine 
learning library, processing datasets, feature engineering 
and training a model.

Phase 4

The 5th phase is about Analytical engineering using 
databases. You'll learn about relational databases and 
their components, and how to create a logical data model 
to organize data efficiently. You'll learn how to interact with 
a relational database using and execute SQL statements 
from Python

Phase 5

You'll learn about good practices in visualization and how 
to create effective graphs that tell a story. We'll introduce 
you to Tableau, a powerful data visualization tool that 
helps you to create interactive and engaging dashboards. 
By the end of the week, you'll have a good understanding 
of how to create attractive visualizations and 
communicate insights in a compelling manner.

Phase 6

Important Topics
Data Modeling

Relational Databases

Postgres SQL

SQL from Python

Google Cloud Platform

Important Topics
Tableau

Storytelling

Good practises in visualization



Your day

at SPICED

Morning encounter followed by 
supervised project work

10:00 am

Campus opens for you to come 
by and start your project work

8:30 am

1:30 pm Afternoon encounter followed 
by supervised project work

6:30 pm Campus closes for the day. 
Time to go home and get some 
well deserved rest! 

12:00 pm Lunch



Payment options
Ready to invest in your future? Pay the full tuition fee 
(€9,800) 14 days before the course starts.

Full-Paying

Deferred 
Payment

If you don’t have the means to pay the total compensation upfront or in 
instalments but still want to participate, we offer a deferred payment 
option to highly motivated candidates. Those accepted will have a 
clear vision of what they want to do after SPICED. Applicants will be 
interviewed and answer a questionnaire. 

Installments Pay in 3 handy instalments (including a €300 surcharge):



€3,900 - 14 days prior to program

€3,100 - 4 weeks into the program

€3,100 - 8 weeks into the program



Payment options (ctd.)
Bildungsgutschein If you’re registered as unemployed (or soon to be) in Germany, you 

could be eligible to have all your costs covered with a 
Bildungsgutschein (training voucher).



Heads up, the more motivated you are, the higher the chances are to 
get one!



For more information on this option, check our page dedicated to 
financing your bootcamp with a Bildungsgutschein right here.

https://www.spiced-academy.com/en/learn-to-code-free


“Most importantly, Spiced feels like a family. 
When you’re working 8-10 hours a day 
surrounded by the same people, it’s good 
to have a supportive work environment 
and atmosphere.”

Olof Reimegard 

now working @ Zaplox



Careers Service Community
Where practical meets personal, our Careers Service 
helps turn the dream job into your job.



Through workshops and coaching sessions, we help you 
excel at real-world interviews, and build your 
communication skills, critical thinking, teamwork and 
empathy.



And it doesn’t stop there - you’ll also have access to one-
to-one coaching until you’re sat at the desk of your very 
first job. After all, learning new skills isn’t just a technical 
undertaking, it’s an emotional one, too.


Community rules at Spiced - after all, there’s more to life 
than studying! For those in Berlin, we hold regular get-
togethers with pizza and drinks in our beautiful campus so 
you can share ideas, grab a coffee, and generally unwind 
among fellow hungry minds.



We pride ourselves on our international culture and 
provide a supportive environment to both students and 
staff. If you need help with your code or a chat, we try to 
make sure there’s always someone on hand for a quick 
Zoom, or a sit down.



Oh, and Friday drinks can be the stuff of legend.




Our Campus
Welcome to Kreuzberg. Home to SO36 punks, döners and the loveable 
rogues of Spiced-World. Just at our doorstep you’ll find a world of 
cuisine, upscale cocktail joints, downtrodden kneipes, and cafes 
ranging from artisanal to hole-in-the-wall.



We love hosting tech events and bringing our ever-growing network 
to campus and online for workshops and talks. Even after you've 
graduated, there’s an open invite to our events - once a Spicedling, 
always a Spicedling.




For more information, please get in touch 
info@spiced-academy.com

Thank you
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